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Abstract Conservation of nature and natural resources has been a much challenging task in the present state of

affairs where economy prevails over ecology. International treaties and conventions are signed and policies, laws
and Acts have been enacted by the countries across the world, however, hostilities remain while applying the
protected area policies which largely deprive indigenous communities from their traditional rights. It hurts their
feelings and hence changes their behaviour, which impacts the objective, negatively. Historically, religion being a
product of feelings and beliefs has been used as a powerful tool for nature conservation. Making age-old religious
entities such as sacred landscapes, sacred groves and sacred species by various cultural groups are the live
manifestations of historical, cultural and emotional attachment of human beings with nature and natural resources.
The philosophy of religion can continue to be used as a powerful tool for mitigating negative impacts of current
anthropogenic pressures on the nature and its resources. With this background, the present review aims to analyse
various practices of nature and natural resource conservation as embedded in the religions.
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1. Introduction
Feelings and desires are the motivational forces behind
all human endeavours and human creation [1], and the
similar forces are believed to evolve the process of nature
conservation [2,3]. Religion being a product of feelings
and beliefs, historically this instrument is used as a
powerful tool for nature conservation. The sense of
belonging in nature has been created by performing
various rituals, and many of them are still practiced today
by various religious sects [4]. The diverse components of
nature, whether living or non-living, have been attracting
human curiosities since time immemorial that is reflected
in the religious symbols of such components. Being a
source of joy and inspiration for inquisitive minds, from
poets to philosophers and knowledge-seekers to
knowledge-providers, the nature’s components have been
defined in different perspectives. There are ample
examples which indicate that not only plant and animal
species but also water, air and land represent various gods
and goddesses, apart from their materialistic uses. In
traditional landscape, the sacred areas act as de facto
protected areas [5]. However, it is felt that the religious
norms and ways of nature conservation have often been
neglected, misunderstood, or purposefully misrepresented
with due course of time [6,7].
The increasing disconnection from nature due to
urbanization and exponential growth of human-induced
stresses on natural ecosystems cause severe environmental

degradation and loss of biodiversity [8,9,10]. The ongoing
climate change related impacts on various ecosystems are
also the subject of grave concern when the nature is
already reeling under various stresses [11]. The
philosophy of religion and its belief system that helped in
saving the world in the past can continue to be used as a
powerful tool for mitigating the negative impacts of
current anthropogenic pressures [12]. There are reports
which indicate that cultural and religious values are often
more acceptable to the society in comparison to the
legislations or regulations [13]. The growing interests
among society in spiritual ecology [14], which focuses on
the interrelationship between religions and environment,
may help to address various environmental issues and
problems within the realm of religion.
Nature worship as a predominant form of religion is not
yet studied well with respect to conservation of natural
resources. The concept of nature conservation is
embedded in many religions, including Hinduism and
Buddhism. In the era of climate change and degradation of
nature and natural resources due to several reasons,
predominately anthropogenic, it is necessary to explore
ways for their conservation for posterity. Besides, the
long-established belief systems need to be critically
analysed for their better understanding and applications
across the board. With this background, the present study
aims to analyse various practices of nature and natural
resource conservation as embedded in the religions. The
study further focuses on the ways to simulate the
biodiversity conservation model institutionalized on the
religious philosophies.
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2. Methodology
Extensive literature survey was carried out for
compilation of data on various traditional practices, as
adopted by different cultural groups, for nature and natural
resource conservation. The relevant materials were
screened from the large set of data gathered by consulting
books, scientific reports, conference materials, scientific
journals and online search engines. Besides, the first hand
information on the nature and natural resource
conservation and management has also been collected and
compiled by approaching different cultural groups within
India. The broad categories of collected information, such
as, sacred landscape, sacred grove and sacred species were
made for analytical purpose.

3. Result and Discussion
3.1. Sacred Landscape
The whole earth is the mother to the believers of
Hinduism, which indicates the gravity of ethics for nature
conservation in religion. Islam teaches that the prime
responsibility of saving the earth and its natural resources
is vested with humans being the agents of the God [15].
Jerusalem is the holy land for Christians and the third

holiest city for the Muslims [16]. From Classical to
Roman time people perceived that the land was owned by
the gods hence it had to be used judiciously. And in
present decade, the Pope Francis, the 266th and current
Pope of the Roman Catholic Church calls for respect and
protection of the entire creation which God has entrusted
to man [17].
Historically, a sort of hierarchy of sacredness of
landscapes was made, which was embedded within the
religious philosophy. The land of gods was considered as
a kind of invulnerable and holy territory [18]. The Roman
and Greek landscapes, traditionally, were dotted with
sacred places generally having groves, and Romans often
personified these trees as the ‘Forest King’ [19]. The
ancient Celts, a European cultural group, worship nature
and belief that nature alive as the same creative life force
that humans share. Nature spirits animated springs, river,
forests and mountains [20]. In Hinduism, five elements
such as earth, space, air, water and fire have special
mention and each element is worshipped as a deity. The
Greek and Romans have many common gods. Greeks
believe wind as a god and hence celebrate ceremonies on
the hill tops [21]. The followers of Islam believe that the
al-Buraq site and the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem are
some of the holiest sites on the earth, apart from Mecca
and Medina, because of their association with holy
Prophet Muhammad's journey to heaven [16].

Table 1. Some major mountains across the world considered sacred by different ethnic groups
S. No.

Cultural group

Holy mountains

Religious characteristics

Ref.

1

Buddhism and
Shintoism

Mount Fuji in Japan

It is believed as a fire god, a Shinto
goddess and Dainichi Nyorai

Earhart, 1989

2

Christian pilgrims

Mount of the Holy Cross in Colorado, Rocky
Mountains

Christian pilgrims visit it as they belief
that a giant cross is hidden here

Black, 2008

3

Hebrew

Mount Nebo in Jordan

It is associated with Moses-a Hebrew
prophet

Harahsheh et al.,
2007

4

Christian pilgrims

Mount Croagh Patrick in Ireland

An abode of deity Crom Dubh

Harbison, 1992

5

Native American
tribes

San Francisco Peaks in Arizona

It is considered sacred by about 13
tribes including, Hopi, Navajo,
Hualapai, Zuni and 5 Apache tribe

Lane, 2001

6

Aztecs, Spanish
missionaries

Citlaltepetl (Star Mountain), Popocatepetl
(Smoking Mountain), and Iztaccihuatl
(Sleeping Woman) in Mexico

Named after legendary
deities

Bassler, 1989

7

Lakota and
Cheyenne and other
tribes

Inyan Kara in Black Hills of Dakota

Dwelling place of thunder gods to the
Lakota and Cheyenne and other tribes

Sundstrom, 1997

8

Taranaki tribe

Mount Taranaki also known as Mount
Egmont in New Zealand

Sacred mountains

Knight, 2009

9

Greeks

Mount Olympus in Greek

It is believed an abode of 12 Olympian
gods

Woff, 2003

10

Witness Christian,
Jewish and Islamic
hagiography

Mount Sinai in Egypt

Believers of these religions consider
Mount Sinai the place where Moses
received the Ten Commandments

Shackley, 1998

11

Hindus

Kailash, Neelkanth, and Trishul in Himalaya

Kailash is abode of the Shiva,
Neelkanth is Shiva’s symbol and
Trishul is weapon

Kala, 2010a

12

Hindus

Nanda Devi in India

Consort of Lord Shiva

Kala, 2010a, 2015b

13

Nepalese

Sagarmatha or Mount Everest

Goddess of the sky

Armour, 2006

14

Tibetans

Chomolangma or Mount Everest

Goddess mother of the universe

Armour, 2006

Mount Kawa Karpo in eastern Himalaya

Medicine Mountains, is one of the most
sacred mountains

Anderson et. al.,
2005

15

Tibetan Buddhists
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Traditionally, many mountain peaks across the world
have been venerated as the dwelling places of gods and
goddesses (Table 1). In Greek mythology, the Mount
Olympus which is the tallest mountain in Greece is
believed to be the home of twelve Olympian gods,
including Zeus (Jupiter), Hera (Juno), Poseidon (Neptune),
Athena and Apollo [21]. The snow capped Mount Fuji in
Japan is sacred to both Buddhism and Shintoism as it is
venerated as the home of fire god, a Shinto goddess and
Dainichi Nyorai - the Great Sun Buddha [22]. The Mount
Agung in Bali is considered sacred by the Balinese.
Mount of the Holy Cross in Colorado is a popular
Christian pilgrimage site as it is believed that a giant cross
is hidden deep in the Rocky Mountains [23]. Mount Nebo
in Jordan being associated with Moses - a Hebrew prophet
- is sacred to the communities [24].
Mount Croagh Patrick in Ireland being considered to be
an abode of deity Crom Dubh is venerated and hence
visited by thousands of pilgrims, annually [25]. The San
Francisco Peaks in Arizona is the most sacred site for
more than a dozen of Native American tribes who
consider this volcanic chain to be sacred [26]. Popocatepel
in Mexico is another volcanic peak which remains sacred
for the Spanish missionaries. The Inyan Kara in Black
Hills of Dakota is believed to be the dwelling place of
thunder gods to the Lakota and Cheyenne and other tribes
[27]. The Mount Taranaki also known as Mount Egmont
in New Zealand is of special significance to the Taranaki
tribe [28]. The Mount Sinai in Egypt is the witness of
Christian, Jewish and Islamic hagiography as the believers
of these religions consider Mount Sinai the place where
Moses received the Ten Commandments [29].
Likewise in Indian subcontinent, traditionally, many
mountain peaks and wilderness areas are venerated as the
dwellings of deities, demons and fairies. Many mountain
peaks symbolize the gods and the goddesses hence people
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worship these majestic peaks. The Himalaya has been
venerated by communities since antiquity and hence
visited by a large number of pilgrims for paying tribute
[30]. Numerous mountain peaks of the Himalaya such as
Kailash, Nanda Devi, Neelkanth, Trishul, Gaura and Om
mountains are worshipped as deities by various communities
living not only in the Himalayan region but far away from
the Himalaya. Mount Everest, the world’s highest
mountain peak, is called as the Chomolangma (goddess
mother of the universe) by Tibetans and Sagarmatha
(goddess of the sky) by the Nepalese [31]. Being sacred
and worshipped from centuries these mountain landscapes
having extremely valuable biodiversity remain protected
from centuries by their association with religion [4].
In eastern Himalaya, the Mount Kawa Karpo, literally
means Medicine Mountains, is one of the most sacred
mountains to the Tibetan Buddhists. In comparison to
non-sacred sites the sacred sites close to the villages
within Kawa Karpo have higher overall species richness,
diversity and endemism hence such sacred sites are
ecologically and ethnobotanically unique [32]. Besides,
the useful and old growth plants are thrived more in the
sacred sites of Kawa Karpo [33].
Apart from the land, almost all the lakes in the
Himalaya are regarded as sacred (Figure 1). The sanctity
of innumerable lakes across its mountain range is
described by local communities in numerous folklores.
The flora and fauna in these lakes are saved due to such
belief systems. The running waters also present unique
patterns of distribution of biological diversity among
taxonomic groups and among regions. Although
invertebrate diversity is incompletely catalogued,
generally it exceeds vertebrate diversity at any locale. In
contrast with the fishes and terrestrial insects, the diversity
of insects in tropical streams does not appear to exceed
that found in temperate streams [34].

Figure 1. Sacred landscape and sacred lake in the Sikkim Himalayas - Photo by Chandra Prakash Kala
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The land, tributaries of many sacred rivers and various
natural and man-managed ecosystems, all together
represent a set of interconnected ecosystems. One of the
most sacred rivers in southwest Asia is the Jordan River,
in which John the Baptist baptized the Jesus [35]. Being
celebrated in the holy books of Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam a large number of pilgrims visit the Jordan River,
annually [36,37]. In Indian sub-continent, the Ganga is
venerated a holy river by Hindus, which originates from
the Gaumukh glacier of the Himalaya and wherever the
Ganga traverses that landscape is also considered sacred
[30]. There are many well-known traditional religious
institutions in the Himalaya and elsewhere (e.g. Badrinath,
Kedarnath, Yamunotri, Gangotri and Amarnath), which
held up high and maintain the values of these sacred
landscapes. The sanctity of these landscape helps in
conservation of nature and biodiversity.

3.2. Sacred Grove
The evolution of sacred grove concept is mainly based
on the strong interactions of society with the surrounding
forested areas, which secure the group of species and
natural habitats in the long run. A sacred grove is a
forested area that is associated with deities, ancestral
spirits, rituals and taboos, culturally [38,39]. Such groves
are the live manifestations of historical, cultural and
emotional attachment of human beings with forests. They
unify rural communities religiously, culturally and
socially [40].
The sacred grove concept had adopted by various
indigenous communities worldwide, such as, aboriginals
of Australia, Caucasus Mountains community, ancient
Slavic people, German tribes [41], Greeks, Romans and
Kikuyu of Africa [10], people of China, Japan, and Native
America [42], Mbeere tribe of East Africa [43], and
Khanti tribe of Siberia [44]. Before the spread of
Christianity and Islam the sacred groves covered much of
the Middle East and Europe. The sacred grove concept is
still relevant and exists today, especially in many parts of
Asia, Africa and Mexico [45].
In India, over 13,720 sacred groves have been enlisted
[46] that exist across diverse topography and climatic
conditions from south to north however the actual number
is thought to be much larger than that [4]. Sacred groves
ranges from few square meters (Figure 2) to many
hectares are known by different names at different places
in India, such as ‘Devray’ in Maharastra, ‘Devarkand’ and
‘Siddarvanam’ in Karnataka, ‘Oraans’, ‘Kenkari’,
‘Malvan’ and ‘Yogmaya’ in Rajasthan, Saran in
Chhattisgarh and ‘Saranya’ in Bihar [40,47,48]. In tribal
region of Jharkhand and Orissa sacred groves are
popularly known as Jaher [49]. Many villages in the
mountains above seacoast in south India, where shifting
cultivation was practiced in the past, do have sacred
groves [50]. Sacred groves shelter habitats of many
threatened plant and animal species. The traditional
customary rules prohibit felling of trees and killing of
animals in the sacred groves, which help to pave the way
for conservation of biodiversity in such areas [51].

Figure 2. Sacred grove in central India - Photo by Chandra Prakash Kala

Menominee tribes of the United States share a similar
belief along with other indigenous communities of North
America that all nonhumans have spirit and also the entire
forest has spirit. This belief system has made the
community to respect every creature and the entire forest
[52]. In Zimbabwe, the loss of forests remains
considerably less in the forests considered as sacred
forests, which reflects that spiritual values influence
human behaviour and hence help in protecting the nature
and natural resources [53]. Besides Zimbabwe, Ghana,
Nigeria, and Syria, the sacred groves are also reported
from Turkey and Japan [38].
According to the unwritten Constitution of the
community, generally, no one can destroy or cut trees in
the sacred groves. Collection of dried wood is also not
allowed. The trees inside the sacred groves are not
touched by the axe in India except when the wood is
required for the repair of religious buildings [54]. Forest is
always considered sacred by the indigenous communities
in India, and they believe that forest gives power to their
deities. In some indigenous communities, especially
during festivals, the power of deity is brought to the
village temple through rituals and once festival is over the
same power is returned to the forest again by performing
some specific rituals [55]. These indigenous communities
have created various beliefs through their experiences,
which are molded and reflected in their folklores. Being a
powerful tool for communication folklore plays an
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important role in spreading knowledge to the posterity.
Sacred groves not only unify communities but also create
a forum for festivals, dialogues and other social events.
Sacred groves have become the last refuge for many
threatened species. In Kodagu region of Western Ghats, a
biodiversity hotspot, some threatened tree species such as
Actinodaphne lawsonii, Hopea ponga, Madhuca neriifolia,
and Syzygium zeylanicum are restricted to sacred groves.
Because of high heterogeneity of sacred groves, many
birds and microfungi are also restricted to sacred groves
[56]. Every village has, at least, one sacred grove in
Kodagu, and the existence of sacred groves in Western
Ghats is believed to have more than two millennia [57].
Such a long history of sacred grove values the significance
of religion in nature and biodiversity conservation. One of
the small states of India namely Sikkim, which lies in
another biodiversity hotspot in India, possesses 35 sacred
groves mainly associated with monasteries [58]. In
biodiversity hotspot countries, over four billion people
since belong to the mainstream faiths reveal enormous
potential for religion-based biodiversity conservation [59].
The indigenous communities inhabiting various
ecosystems across the length and width of India have
marked some forest patch as a sacred grove in the vicinity
of their villages. This helps to conserve the species
diversity across the different ecosystems from tropical to
temperate and sub-alpine regions, as many species prefer
to grow in specific ecosystems. The scrub forests of Thar
Desert in Rajasthan to rain forests of Western Ghats in
Kerala and the rich biodiversity of North Eastern States of
India are conserved traditionally by earmarking some of
the forest areas as the sacred groves.
While Acts and policies have several advantages, they
have created conflicts between people and management
authorities, especially where the land is brought under
protected areas network. There are reports on the
degradation of sacred groves, as well [5,39,58]. Reasons
for this include a change in people's attitude towards them.
The newer generations, generally, hardly believe in the
methods their ancestors followed to maintain the fragile
ecosystems and biodiversity [60]. The official policies are
also weakening the local institutions [5]. Besides, the
development works, deforestation and encroachment are
other possible causes of degradation of sacred groves.
Moreover, continuous crisis in centuries-old cultural
values and embracing modern civilization has close
linkages with present rate of nature’s environmental
deterioration [61]. Inculcating values of religion, which
has saved the nature for posterity, can help in resolving
the present impasse in saving the earth.

3.3. Sacred Species
Generally, cutting standing green trees is discouraged in
Hinduism. Before gathering plants, even for curing
diseases, the plants are worshipped and special rituals are
performed before and after their collection from its natural
habitats. Hinduism teaches to live in harmony with nature
and hence advises to respect every element of nature,
including plants and animals [62,63]. The Holy Quran of
Islam educates its followers to maintain the nature’s
balance [61]. It further encourages people to grow plants
and convert wasteland into greener pastures. Many plants
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for example Christ's Thorn Jujube (Ziziphus spina-christi),
Salvadora persica, and Tamarix aphylla have special
mention in the Holy Bible because of their religious
importance and sign of joy and happiness (Table 2).
Christians have special regard for olive tree (Olea
europaea), date palm (Phoenix dactylifera), and Christ's
thorn jujube (Ziziphus spina-christi). The name Christ's
thorn jujube itself reveals its association with Jesus Christ
and is identified with the plant with which Jesus was
crowned before his crucifixion [64]. In Jainism, about 24
plant species including Ficus religiosa, F. benghalensis,
Saraca asoka, Cedrus deodara and Terminalia bellirica
are associated with salvation of 24 Jain Tirthankars, the
teaching gods who preach the dharma [65].
Several important plant species such as Saussurea
obvallata, Saussurea simpsoniana, Ficus religiosa, Ficus
benghalensis, Aegle marmelos, Zanthoxylum armatum,
Santalum album and Ocimum sanctum, are symbolized as
sacred species in Hinduism. Rudraksha, which is produced
by many species of Elaeocarpus is symbolized to the Lord
Shiva. The multiple values and high importance of these
species have made the people to link these species with
religion in order to protect them from overuse and
exploitation [43,51,63]. The practitioners of Ayurveda use
to worship many medicinal plant species before their
harvest from nature. Many plant species are medicinal as
well as religious and aromatic (Figure 3), and many
medicinal and aromatic plant species are worshipped as a
symbol of gods and goddesses. Hence, there is a general
fear in indigenous communities towards the overexploitation of such plant species [62]. Such a traditional
belief in the society is a way of conserving the useful
natural resource, which needs to be kept alive in order to
sustain the populations of these species for future
generations.
There are many examples of associating useful species
with local deities in Indian sub-continent. Aegle marmelos
is one of the important medicinal and aromatic plants,
which is used in various indigenous systems of medicine
in India, China, Burma, and Sri Lanka [66,67]. More than
66 ethnobotanical uses of Aegle marmelos are reported
within India, of these 48 uses are related to medicinal and
aromatic purposes [63,68]. Its aromatic cold drink and jam
has high demand. Since Aegle marmelos has quite high
number of uses and its subsequent over-exploitation has
led to associate this species with the Lord Shiva and
goddess Lakshmi by Hindus so that people can pay regard
to this important useful plant species and avoid its
destruction [63]. The three leaflets of Aegle marmelos are
assumed to be the symbols of three ‘gunas’ or attributes
(e.g. ‘satva’, ‘rajas’ and ‘tamas’ literally meanings
morality, superiority and immorality, respectively), three
Gods (Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh), and three lives (past,
present and future). In India, offering leaves of Aegle
marmelos by Hindus is an important ritual for
worshipping the Lord Shiva. As per Hindu calendar, by
every Monday of ‘Srawan’ month (mind July - mid
August) offering its leaves to the Lord Shiva is the most
auspicious way of worshipping. On this account, it is
planted around many Hindu temples [4,63].
Other important plant species devoted to the Lord Shiva
is Zanthoxylum armatum, which has multiple uses as food,
medicine and perfumes. Apart from the Shiva, its wood-
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stick is offered to other deities including Vairav,
Narshingh, and Guru Gorakh Nath. Hindus believe that
Zanthoxylum armatum does not allow impure air in the
surrounding areas therefore they use to keep its woodsticks in the house with a view to ward off impure air,
including evil spirits [69]. Hindus symbolize three
different parts of Ficus benghalensis tree to three wellknown deities, branches to the Shiva, bark to the Vishnu
and roots to the Brahma. Because of its association to the
trinity gods, no one is allowed to harm this tree.
Anthocephelus kadamba, the Kadamba tree, is associated
with Lord Krishna who liked to play his flute under this
tree. Saraca indica, the Ashoka tree, is a highly medicinal

as well as pious tree for both Buddhists and Hindus.
Nelumbo nucifera or the Indian lotus is another holy plant
as it is believed in Hindu mythology that Brahma, the
creator, emerged from the lotus that flowered from the
Vishnu’s navel. Cocos nucifera is another important plant
which is used in most of the auspicious ceremonies of
Hindus. It is also tossed over the head of bridegrooms to
ward off evil spirits. Ocimum sanctum, a highly medicinal
plant, is revered so much by Hindus that the soil around
this plant is also considered sacred (Figure 4). A total 38
such holy plant species are worshipped by the community
living in Kanyakumari, the southernmost district of Tamil
Nadu [70].

Table 2. Some important plants considered sacred because of their mention in holy books and association with different religions.
S. No

Religion

Sacred plants

Relation with religion

Ref.

1

Hinduism

Saussurea obvallata, Ocimum sanctum, Ficus
religiosa, F. benghalensis, Aegle marmelos,
Zanthoxylum armatum, Elaeocarpus ganitrus

Symbol of gods and goddesses

Kala, 2006, 2010a

2

Christians

Olive tree (Olea europaea), date palm (Phoenix
dactylifera), Christ's Thorn Jujube (Ziziphus spinachristi)

3

Islam

Christ's Thorn Jujube (Ziziphus spina-christi),
Salvadora persica, Tamarix aphylla

Frequent mention in holy book Quran

Dafni et al., 2005;
Marwat et al., 2008

4

Buddhism

Terminalia chebula, Ficus religiosa, F.
benghalensis

Associated with Lord Buddha

Kala, 2002, 2005c

5

Jainism

Ficus religiosa, F. benghalensis, Saraca asoka,
Cedrus deodara, Terminalia bellirica

Linked with salvation of Tirthankars
(teaching gods who preach the dharma)

Jain and Kapoor, 2007

Olive is symbol of peace.
Date palm being a simple tree is honored
as a Sunday Palm, and it is used to
welcome the Jesus Christ.

Dafni et al., 2005;
David, A. (pers. comm.)

Figure 3. Parijaat (Nyctanthes arbor-tristis); a medicinal aromatic and religious plant - Photo by Chandra Prakash Kala
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Figure 4. Tulsi (Ocimum sanctum); a medicinal aromatic and religious plant - Photo by Chandra Prakash Kala

The traditional herbal healers used to collect the
required plant parts of many plant species at particular
season, and they chant some ‘mantras’ (hymns) just before
collection of fruits, leaves and bark for preparing medicine.
The traditional healers also avoid disclosing many
medicinal properties of the plant species in view of
reducing the overwhelming pressures of their collection
[63]. While transferring knowledge to next generation,
many herbal healers take oath from their disciples for not
misusing the knowledge on medicinal plants [71]. Earlier,
such conservation oriented practices of important plant
species was enforced by traditional beliefs and customs,
which are still alive today, though in fragments, on the
name of traditional cultures.
There are interconnections between sacred species and
sacred landscape that help in conservation of useful
species. Origanum vulgare grows in and adjacent of the
Badrinath valley in the Indian Himalaya has special
cultural and conservation significance, as it is offered to
the Lord Badrinath. Similarly the Saussurea obvallata, S.
gossypifora and S. simpsoniana grow above 3800 m
elevation in the sacred high altitude mountains of the
Himalaya and collection of these species, before and after
a few days traditionally allocated for collection, is strictly
prohibited under the customary laws [4]. Prosopis
cineraria, locally called as Khejri in deserts of Rajasthan
state of India, is treasured for its moisture-retaining
properties, and it is not axed even if it comes between the
constructions. Bishnoi community of this state is also well
known for protection of wildlife species, especially the
black buck [72].

Many animal species are linked with deities in
Hinduism. Lord Shiva has infinite attributes, as the snakes
coiled around his neck, and his attire is tiger skin. His
association with bull make people to respect animals.
Eagle is known to carry Lord Vishnu, bull to Shiva and
lion to Durga. Snakes, especially cobras are worshipped in
some specific days, such as Nagpanchami. Monkey is
associated with lord Hanuman, elephant to lord Ganesha,
peacock to Saraswati, swan to Brahma, and cow is a
holiest animal for Hindus [73,74]. Fox, weasel, hedgehog
and snake are sacred for people living in Peking region of
China, though they do not consider all individuals of these
species are sacred. The peculiar behaviour of an individual
makes it sacred and hence it is worshipped and cannot be
hunted [75].
Muslims do believe in nature conservation and hence
they do advocate for animal protection, as and when
required [15]. The Islamic clerics in Indonesia have issued
a fatwa (literally means a code of law under which
infringements are considered immoral and illegal) to
protect endangered animals. This is a unique strategy,
which can play an important role for saving animals.
Indonesia is known for Asian elephant and there is
rampant hunting of elephants for ivory. The fatwa helps to
protect such threatened species [76]. In Misali Island, west
of Pemba, Tanzania, the use of dynamite for fishing by
Muslim fishermen had eroded the turtle nesting sites.
When government efforts for protecting such sites could
not harness any result, the Imams came forward to convey
the fishermen community that according to Quran use of
dynamite for fishing is illegal. The fishermen responded
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immediately and stopped the use of dynamites for fishing
[77,78].
Jainism considers that every animal, plant and human
has a soul and therefore they should be treated with
respect [79]. Similarly, Buddhists love and pay respect to
all living beings as per their religious beliefs. Buddhists
monks in the Trans-Himalayan Tibetan Plateau make sure
that the snow leopard, a highly endangered large cat
species, may not be poached [12]. Any animal or plant
species which is attributed to some religion is well known
to the community hence once the species become rare or
endangered it is observed promptly by the community.
However, the species which does not enjoy any religious
symbol, even being extremely rare may be hardly noticed
by the community.

3.4. Cultures and Conservation
Approximately 5000 distinct indigenous cultural groups
are known to occur across the different climatic zones,
worldwide. They contribute 4% to the world’s population
yet they represent 95% of the world’s cultural diversity
[80]. Each cultural group shares a common religion, moral
values, belief systems and relationship to the territory they
inhabit. Interestingly, most of the biodiversity rich areas,
which hold almost 80% of the world’s biodiversity,
coincide with areas occupied by these indigenous
communities [80]. Nearly 20% of world population live
within the biodiversity hotspots, which span over 12% of
Earth's terrestrial surface [81]. These communities have
their own institutions of knowledge on natural resources
and ways to transfer of such knowledge through generations.
Biodiversity conservation may not be an isolated or
segmented concept to these people rather it is tangled in
their lives. The conservation areas such as sacred groves
are integral parts of their homeland. Respecting their
organizational structure that provides answers through
keen observations of specific localities and resources
along with philosophies and methods of acquiring and
communicating knowledge helps in maintaining nature
and natural resources [82].
The practices of shifting cultivation, which is also
known as ‘jhum’ or slash and burn agriculture and still
practiced by many indigenous communities, anchor rich
traditional ecological knowledge within the forested
landscapes [83,84]. Small scale slash-burn disturbances
under shifting cultivation not only help to maintain but
also enhance the forest biological diversity [85]. Diverse
human-managed agricultural systems along with
associated natural ecosystems such as home gardens and
traditional multi-species plantation systems provide a
unique ethnic-specific identity to the landscape. However,
the shortening of agricultural cycles due to external
pressures on the forests not only declines the system’s
stability and resilience but also disrupts social system and
biodiversity [86].
Biodiversity, including agricultural crops, being embedded
in the cultures, it is reproduced and conserved through
cultural activities as performed during festivals and rituals
[87]. In indigenous communities, the plantations and
harvesting practices begin with festivals and rituals.
Besides, through these festivals and rituals seed selection
and propagation tests are conducted in order to understand

the viability of seeds and propagules. These tests are quite
reliable and systematic as they have the long history of
conservation and preservation of rich agro-biodiversity.
Profane seeds are removed through these tests as it is
believed that such seeds fragment agricultural ecosystems
and break down relationships that are responsible for
sustainable production. Sacredness of seeds and their
diversity is embedded in the worldview of indigenous
communities [88]. These traditional beliefs and practices
have conserved the seeds through generations, and so that
the agro-biodiversity.
Indigenous communities, worldwide, follow many
traditional practices for collection of natural resources,
which remain important tool for conservation. Depending
on the availability of plant parts due to various
phenophases the harvesting mechanism is designed.
Traditional herbal healers in most of the communities
mainly adopt religious approaches and selective
harvesting of plants used as medicine [62,89]. Before
collection of many plant species for therapeutic purpose
special rituals are performed by the practitioner of
Ayurveda, the well-known herbal system of medicine in
India. Mainly the mature plants are recommended to
harvest. Underground plant parts (root and rhizomes) of
perennials are generally gathered after 2 or 3 years of
growth. Tubers and bulbs of the annual species are
collected at the end of the flowering or fruiting. Young
leaves of medicinal plants are gathered throughout the
growing period to maximize the quality of active
compounds. When the whole herb is required for medicine,
the herb is collected at the beginning of the flowering
stage. Fruits and seeds of medicinal plants are collected
when mature. The bark is collected when trees and shrubs
begin to bud in the spring and after leaves drop in the
autumn [90,91].
In the Himalayan region of Nepal, young leaves, if
required, are harvested in the spring, flowers and mature
leaves in the summer, and fruits, seeds and rhizomes are
collected in the autumn [4]. In Tibetan Medicine System,
the harvesting of medicinal plants is determined by the
cultural and religious calendar. In late September or early
October, when most of the alpine plants complete their life
cycle, Amchi (medical practitioners of Tibetan Medical
System) collect plants for preparing medicine [92,93]. It
was perceived that the mistaken identity of plant during
collection, particularly of plants with phenotypic
similarity, might lead to accidental poisoning; therefore
only the experienced herbal healers used to collect the
medicinal plants. After collection, proper care was taken
to dry and process the material.
In north-western North America, the techniques for
collection of plant parts as adopted by the indigenous
communities are based on the fact that almost all resource
plant species are perennials. Therefore, individual plant is
not usually destroyed except in case of requirement of an
entire tree for the purpose of construction [82,94]. The
required plant parts are only harvested from such plants
having regeneration capacity. While harvesting bark of
western red cedar and yellow cedar, they ensure that the
tree must continue to live as they harvest less than one
third of the bark from the tree’s circumference. The
community follows such norms as it is deeply embedded
in their culture and belief system that teaches the notion of
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respect for all life-forms and the land itself [82]. The
indigenous practices of resource use, even the
combination of fire management and agriculture, nurture
the soil rather than simply mine it [95]. There are number
of cultural practices which still help in multiple species
management, succession management, resource rotation
and mosaics of landscape management [83].

3.5. Religion-based Conservation Model
In Uttarakhand state of India, the Badrinath is one of
the most sacred shrines of Hindus located at 3100 m
a.m.s.l. More than 600,000 pilgrims visit annually to the
Lord Vishnu in Badrinath shrine, which is almost in the
middle of 4 km2 Badrinath valley. The natural and
anthropogenic disturbances had declined the vegetation
wealth in this valley and at the end of 20th century tree
species had vanished from most parts of this valley [96].
Loss of tree species has not only adversely affected the
scenic beauty and aesthetic values attached with the
Badrinath shrine but also has invited calamities in the
form of heavy soil erosion, flooding, and environmental
degradation. Many sacred plant species, including
Origanum vulgare, which is offered to the Lord Badrinath
and Betula utilis, grow in this valley but due to rampant
collection it was declined severely.
The researchers from the GB Pant National Institute of
Himalayan Environment and Sustainable Development,
Almora after initial scrutiny selected 20 tree species for
restoration in Badrinath valley, which include Betula utilis,
Prunus cornuta, Taxus baccata, Abies pindrow, and
Hippophae salicifolia. Nursery of these species was
prepared and after 2 years hardening and acclimatization
of tree seedlings, they were planted in the Badrinath valley.
Further, in view of inculcating the sense of belongings and
sentiments of local people, visitors, priests and pilgrims
were approached to make them aware on the importance
of selected species and to persuade them for their effective
participation in the plantation programs. The seedlings
were planted by organizing Plant Distribution Ceremonies
with the help of chief priest of Badrinath shrine. The
involvement of chief priest and his decrees to the pilgrims
and other people on the importance and sanctity of
plantation made these ceremonies quite auspicious.
Through these rituals the seedlings were acknowledged as
the holy objects, and hence it helps in making a social and
cultural fencing for protection of plantations [96,97]. Such
models, if extended across the globe, may help to
accelerate the pace of biodiversity conservation and, at the
same time, may reduce the conflicts related with
conservation.
The reciprocal relationship between humans and the
rest of the nature, especially in terms of nature
conservation, may be further explored by applying
psychological principles and theories in order to
comprehend and to apply diligently the human aspects of
nature conservation [98]. The conservation philosophy,
which demands constructive approach in dealing with
communities, may be applied through religious beliefs as
such beliefs are inseparable from the communities. After
all the fate of conservation is in the hands of all social
groups, especially the indigenous communities who still
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live in remote and wilderness areas and have been the
custodian of such resources, historically. Respecting and
recognizing their knowledge and belief systems may help
to conserve the nature and natural resources.
The present forms of various landscapes across the
world are the products of social and economic systems. In
the race of increasing forest productivity and high value
timber production, the native biodiversity is being
adversely impacted due to promotion of monoculture
plantations. With the development of methodically
designed silvicultural theory, which advices to manage
forests primarily based on natural principles, provides
space for cultural values apart from achieving the
economic and ecological targets [99]. Many traditional
practices of forest management and nature conservation,
including long rotation ages and selective harvesting
practices, are being included in the government policies
realizing the merits of such practices [52]. The argument
which suggests that if the forests are left undisturbed they
will certainly regenerate [100] undermines the importance
of extinct, near extinct and restricted range species. It is
obvious that attempts can only be made for the
conservation of such species which exists. If the species is
no more the theory which suggests that ‘let the nature
takes it course’ will not help in returning the extinct
species. It is, therefore, good to keep open mind for
analysing all approaches for long-term conservation.

4. Conclusion
The importance of sacred groves, sacred landscapes and
sacred species should not be viewed merely in the
economic and livelihood perspectives but these entities
need to be respected as the historical evidence of human
relationship with nature and its components. At present,
many causes of biodiversity loss are discovered, which
include increasing disconnection of urban population from
nature. Revitalizing traditional human connections with
the natural world is a need of hour in view of respecting
and conserving nature. Since religion changes and
influences fundamental values of human beings, it has
been supporting nature conservation since antiquity. As
Albert Einstein believed that the serious scientific workers
are profoundly religious people in the present materialistic
age, the religion-based belief system can save our planet
from the ongoing degradation. The spiritual context of
nature conservation, which is ignored in satisfying human
needs and quality of life, must be recognized without
further delay. There are numerous temples, gurudwaras,
churches and mosques across the countries in the planet
earth. A large number of devotees visit these sacred places
every day to pay homage. If the priests, clerics, granthi
(sikh priest), molvi (Muslim cleric) and Dalai Lama
issue decrees to their respective devotees for nature
conservation, it is expected that the outcome will be
fruitful. The religion-based conservation models need
to be developed. In the present era of global warming
and anthropogenic climate change the values of religion,
if injected wisely, can help to resolve the problems
and facilitate in maintaining the nature and natural
resources.
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